
Contending for Dream Space





intelligent mischief
noun, verb, adjective

in·tel·li·gent mis·chief  | \in-ˈte-lə-jənt ˈmis-chəf

1/ a creative action design lab with a mission to 
boost invention & imagination, realign action 
logic, and experiment with new forms of civil 
society to create atmospheres of change.

2/ to harness the arts, popular culture, design
       narrative to shift the way social 

change happens 

3/ trickstery





Our lineage...cultural theory

Antonio Gramsci  Stuart Hall Antonio Negri    Grace Lee Boggs CLR James





Our tradition...black tricksterism

Harriet Tubman       James Baldwin       Josephine Baker   Zora Neale Hurston  Frederick Douglass     Bob Marley





Our people…
Center for Artistic Activism &
Design Studio for Social Intervention &
Center for Story Based Strategy & 
Movement Net Lab &
Movement Strategy Center &
Culture Strike &
US Department of Arts and Culture &
John Jennings &
Black Women Artists for Black Lives Matter &
Lynnee Denise &
Adrienne Marie Brown &
Complex Movements &
Red Wedge &
Alt Woke Manifesto, etc. etc. etc. etc.





Our practice...

Transformative Cultural 
Experiences

Cultural Products & Tools

Diegetic Prototypes

Art Installations

Performance Art



What is the DREAM SPACE? 

Why does it matter?



Are we doing 
enough 
dreaming? 



We are in an Imagination Battle...



How do we win?

       



















Accessorizing 
& 
Aesthetisizing 
Protest

Creative
Direct 
Action

Collaboration 
between artists 
and communities 
to uplift 
community 
narratives

Social 
Justice 
Art/Message 
Driven 
Cultural 
Production

Art being 
produced by 
artists who 
share the 
experience of 
oppressed 
communities 

Socially 
Responsible Art 
Making & Cultural 
Production

Art that 
gives back

Using art & 
culture to provide  
relief from the 
effects of 
oppression

Prefigurative 
art
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What to do next? 
CREATIVES
1. Decide where in the spectrum it makes the most sense for you to be involved.
2. Learn/read about the movements and the ways in which artists and artist/activists 

contributed.
3. Keep making art, don’t quit art to become an activist. You can be both. It’s okay to 

just be an artist.
4. Visit Amplifier Foundation - works directly with artists to create imagery for our 

movements
5. Be open and curious about social justice themes, messages. Be in conversation. Let these 

messages come through in your work.

ACTIVISTS
5. Include artists in planning; design structures where artists are embedded - as important a 
role as organizers, but don’t objectify the artists, make room for their way of thinking as 
an essential way of thinking that produces the best outcomes for our communities.





Go forth and Occupy the Dream Space.


